The National Resource Centre for Dance (NRCD) is the only archive exclusively dedicated to collecting materials related to the history of dance in the United Kingdom. There are other UK dance archives but these are either in collections that have a broader focus to their content or are specific to particular dance companies; the NRCD, on the other hand, solely focuses on collecting, preserving, and making available materials that represent a wide range of indigenous theatrical, educational, and theoretical dance development.
Ginner passed much of the material in this collection to Bellairs directly and as such it contains personal items collated by Ginner herself. The records are explicit in their representation of the popularity and influence of Ginner and Revived Greek Dance. There are thirteen beautifully crafted scrapbooks of press cuttings documenting Ginner's career , many issues of the Greek Dance journal , approximately fifty theater programs, photographs, posters, and other publicity material, annotated music scores, manuscripts, several books on dance and Greek history, and papers relating to summer schools, festivals, and examinations.
In addition, Ginner was a devotee of her contemporary Anna Pavlova, and the collection contains several scrapbooks dedicated to the ballerina and a signed photograph of Pavlova dedicated to Ginner, dated 1922.
 From 1984 known as Classical Greek Dance (Ruby Ginner Method).
Ginner's Revived Greek Dance drew on athletics, drama, and dance with an allegiance to modern perceptions of ancient Greek culture. The method developed from Ginner's artefactbased study of dancing figures from the ancient Greek arts, which she carried out at the British Museum. Ginner's references to the athleticism that was prevalent in such artwork ensured that her technique embraced Greek ideals and Hellenism. The method explores various styles:
lyrical, athletic, bacchic, pyrrhic, tragic, and choric. The use of props such as spears, swords and shields, cymbals, tambors, and thyrsi was common to several of these styles (see Figure 1 ).
The literature held in the collection emphasises Ginner's commitment to the authenticity of her method as "Revived Greek" dance, particularly in her manuscript, "The Gateway a survey of 
